Zoom - Webinar License Cost

**Issue:**
I would like to purchase a permanently assigned Webinar license for a user/department/college.

**Solution:**
The annual webinars that a user/department/college could buy on a permanent basis come in various participant limits in increments of 500, and 1000. Larger limits can be special ordered by request.

Purchasing a webinar license aligns with our Zoom Site License with annual renewals and a pro-rated term for the first year of purchase. The site license renews in July.

**Purchasing**
If you would like to purchase one of these items, please email zoom.support@wsu.edu with the following information:

- Type and size of an add-on license

Ensure the purchasing authority within your department is aware of the request and a budget number is ready. This will be requested once the ticket is underway.
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